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Minicrypto (MiniDOSE)
 & Neurotrading Protocol

Introduction

It is July 2010, and you are on your way to grab the usual early morning coffee, which costs you around 3 

bucks. You meet your friend, who is a techno geek, telling you, “Trust me, buy bitcoin; it is the future.” You nod 

your head, “Let's do it.” Today, you have around $125,000,000.

This extreme growth of blockchain coins' value has created and is still creating huge hype. Alongside many 

success stories, these hypes drive the desire among a wide percentage of the population to become a part of 

it. The sad truth is that the majority fail to achieve the required outcomes, while many lose their investments. 

A few manage to come out with fortunes, scammers included. To name some of the main reasons that lead to 

these ends:



Introduction

• Lack of required research: Many do not even read white papers to assess originality and applicability..

• Inexperience of investors, either in terms of trading or in cryptocurrencies.

• Majority are late adopters: in news, this coin jumped by 5,000% that one by 100,000% and so on. Although 

some of them will keep the growth and allow late adopters to still earn good value, many lose their value as 

fast as they gained it and sometimes at a faster pace.

• Influencer`s effect: Whether it's articles, ads, social media influencers, or other factors.

• Pressure of “Catch the hype”: Success stories, news of eye-catching profits, influence by people around 

you, and many other factors create a kind of subconscious pressure for the regular audience to join and 

catch the train.

• Lack of required time: Even when you know the concepts, Expert investors, traders & enthusiasts included.

• Outdated: it's challenging to keep up with the fast pace and dynamics of cryptos, their updates, prices, and 

news, which can change within hours or even minutes.With all these factors and more, having that friend, 

that current investors didn`t meet in 2010, 

With all these factors and more, having that friend, the one current investors didn't meet in 2010, 

would be a great idea. And that is what Minicrypto (MiniDOSE) is—the techno geek friend protocol.



Main Concept

Minicrypto's revolutionary Neurotrading Protocol concept enables holders to access the attractive crypto 

market securely without any effort on their part. Moreover, they hold "MiniDOSE" (MDOSE) tokens, which 

in itself is an asset expected to experience robust growth in both value and community, as we will 

demonstrate throughout this paper.

To put it simply, investors buy the coins, which will generate money and increase in value. This money is 

then professionally managed in the crypto world, using strategies to reduce risks and maximize profits. 

Percentage of these profits are distributed to coin holders in proportion to their holdings, while the 

remaining funds are reinvested to generate even more profit. In essence, coin holders enjoy a steady 

source of crypto income that's not solely tied to the value of the coin they hold.

**This is to simplify concept only, Please refer to steps of investment section.



Main Concept

To minimize risk and maximize profits, the funds will be divided into five different trading groups:

• Staking

• Bot Trading

• Expert Trading

• Crypto Hunting

• Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT)

We will provide more detailed explanations for each of these strategies. These strategies will run 

concurrently, enhancing profits while reducing risk.

Furthermore, in addition to distributing profits and airdrops, MiniDOSE and Minicrypto plan to expand their 

community by fostering healthy growth. They are also developing a special wallet connected to a mobile app 

that will feature unique security measures.



Main Concept

A crypto specialized magazine “Minicryptos” is planned as well to be released periodically that will have 

most updated crypto news, tricks & guides as well as insider views, trades & news of “MiniDOSE” and the 

Neurocrypto system.

There are plans to enlist the coin on specific decentralized exchanges (DEXs) after the initial coin offering 

(ICO) and, at a later stage, on major crypto exchanges. Additionally, efforts will be made to list the coin on 

reputable ICO listing platforms. 

More details about the mechanism of Neurotrading system & Minicrypto will be discussed in this paper.

Steps of investment: Kindly note that as part of the transparent policy of Minicrypto, we need to stress on the commitment of Minicrypto and its team toward adhering 

100% to the laws and regulations which will provide long term security for the coins and its holders. Therefor, before any financial investments and profit airdrops take 

place, Minicrypto shall acquire the required special license as mandated by law to be 100% compliant with financial law. All financial related techniques explained in this 

paper is set to take place once the official license /permit is acquired, which is part of Minicrypt roadmap. Kindly refer to terms and conditions at website.





Vision, Mission & Values

Mission: 
Our mission is to provide a secure and profitable avenue for cryptocurrency investors, offering them peace 
of mind, crypto authentic hold, and the means to actively participate in our collective vision to eliminate 
scams from the crypto world.

Vision: 
• Passive Income: We envision a future where Minicrypto token holders receive regular, consistent passive 

income generated through strategic investments in the cryptocurrency market. By participating in our 
project, investors will have an opportunity to grow their wealth effortlessly. (*T&C applies, please refer 
to our website)

• Scam Detection: Our advanced monitoring systems and expert analysis will actively detect and expose 
fraudulent crypto projects as we try to avoid, and also warn others within our legal means, We are 
dedicated to eradicating scams and ensuring the crypto space remains a safe environment for future 
generations.

• Investment Diversification:  We will diversify our investments across various cryptocurrencies, projects, 
and sectors to minimize risk and optimize returns for our token holders.

• Profit Sharing: A substantial portion of the profits generated from our investments will be shared directly 
with our token holders. This profit-sharing mechanism ensures that the success of Minicrypto directly 
translates into financial prosperity for our community. (T&C)

• Educational Initiatives: We will provide educational resources to empower our community with the 
knowledge and skills needed to navigate the cryptocurrency market confidently. Informed 

       investors are the foundation of a strong and sustainable ecosystem.



Vision, Mission & Values

Values:

• Transparency: We prioritize openness in every facet of our project, from investment strategies to profit-
sharing mechanisms. Token holders will always have a clear view of the complete process.

• Security: The safety of our community's funds is paramount. We employ cutting-edge security measures 
and strict due diligence to ensure that all investments are made in reputable projects, we also highly 
diversify our investment schemes to reduce any risk.

• Community-Centric: We believe in the strength of our community. The success of Minicrypto hinges on 
the collective power of our token holders and their trust in our commitment to their financial well-being.

• Innovation: We continuously explore new opportunities in the cryptocurrency market, utilizing advanced 
technologies and strategies to optimize returns while minimizing risks. and we are highly competitive and 
ambitious in our own technical advancement in terms of token related technologies.



he term "Minicrypto" draws inspiration from the intricate neural system of the human body, where 

interconnected neurons transmit signals to the brain. The brain processes these signals and responds by 

releasing "happiness chemicals" – namely, Dopamine, Oxytocin, Serotonin, and Endorphins, collectively 

referred to as "DOSE" in this paper – which bind to receptors.

The "Minicrypto" Protocol, known as the "Neurotrading Blockchain Protocol," mirrors this natural 

happiness mechanism. Funds are entrusted to talented and professional minds, analogous to the brain, 

to generate profits. These profits, akin to the reward of happiness chemicals, are then sent back to coin 

holders (MDOSE) through a selected coin (DOSE), like receptors.

**This is to simplify concept only, Please refer to steps of investment section.

Neurotrading Protocol Concept

Dopamine Oxytocin Serotonin Endorphins



In addition to this unique concept, Minicrypto is pioneering an original rewarding system that 

incorporates AI and Machine Learning technology. This system rewards Minicrypto enthusiasts, 

promoters, adopters, and early adopters through a specially designed protocol. While we have plans for 

future patent applications and have received expert advice, we cannot divulge further technical details at 

this time. However, once patent applications are submitted and approved, we may reveal additional 

information about our rewarding designs, concepts, and technical aspects.

**Kindly note that applying is the first step for acquiring patency and thus provides legal protection  in different fields & timestamp indifferent of outcomes.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Neurotrading Rewarding Concept





Approximately 20% of the available DOSE funds will be allocated towards staking carefully selected 

cryptocurrencies, for specific durations, on trusted platforms. Let's break down the concept of staking: 

Staking is a passive activity where a crypto investor locks up their assets in their crypto wallet. These 

assets are then utilized by the network to create new blocks on the blockchain. The more crypto you 

stake, the higher the likelihood that your holdings will be chosen for this purpose.

“Users would do well to research these factors and more when searching for the most profitable staking 

coins:

• How big the block reward is

• The size of the staking pool

• The amount of supply locked”         (https://www.sofi.com/learn/content/crypto-staking/)  

Trading Routes:
 

1) Staking:



Our staking strategy is executed with the guidance of cryptocurrency experts to ensure optimal decision-

making. Having more funds at our disposal enhances profitability, providing superior rewards compared 

to individual stakers.

Following the deduction of fees for advisors and service providers, the remaining profit, after unlocking, 

is divided into two parts. First, 50% of the profit is reinvested, bolstering the value of the investment and 

overall profit. The remaining 50% is earmarked for DOSE profit, which will be distributed via airdrops to 

MDOSE token holders at a later date. This approach maximizes the benefits for all stakeholders involved.

1) Staking:





As the name suggests, automated bot trading harnesses the power of Artificial Intelligence to facilitate 

cryptocurrency transactions. This innovative approach serves as a valuable tool, catering to the diverse 

needs of expert traders, aiming to amplify profits and minimize risks. When wielded effectively, it 

becomes an exceptionally potent instrument capable of delivering consistent profits over time.

Our focus in this endeavor revolves around several distinct bot types:

1. Technical/Signal Bot

2. DCA Bot (Dollar-Cost Averaging Bot)

3. Arbitrage Bot

To ensure the utmost prudence in managing these assets, we’ll entrust a team of 3-5 experts who 

operate independently under our vigilant supervision. Each expert oversees one or more bots with 

unwavering dedication. This approach allows us to diversify our strategies and mitigate risks effectively, 

making use of the various bot types mentioned above.

2) Crypto AI Bot Trading:



To fuel the expansion of our bot trading endeavors and concurrently bolster risk management, we 

allocate 50% of the total profits to the bot trading fund. This augmentation enables us to engage in more 

extensive trading activities, consequently enhancing profitability. The remaining 50% is earmarked for 

distribution to MDOSE token holders during the forthcoming airdrop, creating a rewarding ecosystem for 

our community.

Our AI BOT trading operations adhere to a set of internally crafted rules, meticulously designed by our 

experts. These rules encompass critical aspects such as the permissible percentage of dedicated funds 

per trade, the threshold of total funds in a trade requiring expert intervention, and the diversification of 

methods and cryptocurrency assets traded, among others. These rules serve as safeguards, 

systematically minimizing errors and risks while concurrently optimizing profit potential. Our 

commitment lies in delivering not just returns, but a secure and prosperous trading environment.

2) Crypto AI Bot Trading:





Unlike BOT trading, expert human traders operate autonomously. While they may use AI BOTS for specific 

indicators and recommendations, human traders retain personal control over trade execution, strategy 

development for both short and long terms, risk management, and order placement.

Human traders possess distinct advantages over BOTS. They are immune to machine errors, such as 

programming glitches or downtime, which can impact BOT performance. Additionally, humans exhibit greater 

flexibility and adaptability, enabling them to seize profit opportunities that BOTS, confined to set parameters 

and data, might miss. Humans can also consider external factors, exercise judgment, and formulate strategies, 

responding to events like the COVID-19 pandemic or market-altering news. 

3) Expert human trading:



Expert traders embrace two trading styles: leveraged (margin trading) and classic trading pairs. These 

traders operate independently, each with their unique approach, some aided by bots for specific tasks, all 

guided by a set of rules to optimize outcomes.

The beauty of both Bot & human trades is that soaring of crypto market is not always needed to make 

profit. If played correctly, even at the decline of crypto market and its crashes, professionals can make 

profit, very high profits at times.

After deducting expenses and trader fees, 50% of total profits are allocated to "DOSE profit," while the 

remaining 50% is reinvested into dedicated trading funds, amplifying profit potential and mitigating risk.

3) Expert human trading:





As the name implies, crypto hunting involves the strategic pursuit of cryptocurrencies with substantial 

growth potential, purchased at low prices and sold at significantly higher, profitable rates.

This hunt operates through two concurrent protocols:

1. Newly Emerged Potentials: Focusing on newly launched projects with promising futures and strong 

foundations.

2. Established Crypto Hunt: Identifying cryptocurrencies that have transitioned from early release phases 

to well-established status, offering considerable growth, stability, and price potential. This strategy 

involves purchasing during price dips and holding until prices surge, enabling profitable sales.

Our approach is governed by a set of internal rules adhered to by our experts. These rules are designed to 

minimize risks and maximize profits, with a paramount emphasis on avoiding potential scams and suspicious 

projects, regardless of their initial allure. Additional rules encompass project identification, diversification, 

and the availability of liquid assets.

4) Crypto Hunting:





We believe that the NFT (Non-Fungible Token) space still has significant room for growth. NFTs represent 

unique, non-interchangeable data stored on the blockchain, essentially digital art or content that cannot be 

duplicated or replaced. Recently, NFTs have gained immense attention, with some selling for millions of dollars.

NFTs also offer creators the opportunity to receive a royalty percentage on every secondary sale, enriching the 

artist with each subsequent transaction.

Our NFT investment strategy encompasses three key directions:

• Investing in trending and well-established NFTs.

• Partnering with potential artists for their own NFT collections.

• Creating our unique NFT collections.

Establishing a successful NFT trend demands significant effort, expenses, and expertise, especially during the 

initial stages. However, the rewards are substantial once it gains popularity. Hence, expertise in this field and 

digital smart marketing is crucial for NFT success.

   NFTs not only thrive in the artistic realm but also prove highly profitable. We have future 

   plans to expand in the NFT market, including the creation, in partnership, of our own 

   advanced market platform, albeit in later phases.

5)  Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT):







The token will be built on the BNB blockchain (Binance) using the Binance Smart Chain Mainnet. This choice 

is grounded in its established security and popularity among many, along with its advantage of low gas fees 

compared to chains like Ethereum or Bitcoin. Continuous updates are planned to further enhance its 

efficiency, and the backing of the world's largest crypto exchange, Binance, adds to its credibility.

Initially, there will be 7,777,777,777 coins, inspired by Earth's population**. No more coins will ever be 

added or mined/minted. The contract tokens will be open-sourced to ensure transparency, safety, and trust, 

based on the ERC-20 protocol.

When V2 coins are released, they will be airdropped at a 1:1 ratio to replace the original tokens. So, holders 

of the original tokens will receive an equal quantity of V2 coins. There are also plans for V3, which will 

transition from the token module to the coin module, i.e. main net.

**estimated, it is higher by around 4-5% by this time.

MiniDOSE coin (MDOSE):



• 3,000,000,000 DOSE coins for general circulation.

• 1,000,000,000 for partnerships, bonuses, marketing (including influencers), and other supporting 

services.

• 700,000,000 for early adopters who invested in the project.

• 1,000,000,000 for the team and developers, ensuring the project's ongoing development.

• 1,300,000,000 allocated for the development of Coin V2, the wallet, app, magazine, and continuous 

project support.

• 777,777,777 as part of the first-year launch incentive airdrops.

Coins Distribution





A significant advantage of V3 is its cross-bridging with AI, a crucial factor in determining its direction. V3 will 

maintain V2's characteristics, including token count and burn rate, and will be airdropped at a 1:1 ratio to V2 

holders upon release. This evolution promises exciting possibilities for the future of MiniDOSE. The 

incorporation of AI will focus on both: security/protection, and efficiency.

In depth details will be published at V3 white paper.

MDOSE coin (V3):

MDOSE coin (V2):

V2 coin represents the evolution of MiniDOSE. While preserving its core features, like utilizing the Binance 

Smart Chain and having a limited supply, V2 will deliver improved performance and enhanced compatibility 

with upcoming wallets and apps.

Unlike V1, In this new phase following the ICO, tokens will undergo a 1% burn rate per transaction, steadily 

reducing the total token count. Moreover, 10% of the total profits will be allocated quarterly for buying back 

coins at market prices and subsequently burning them. This process will persist until the coin supply reaches 

5,555,555,555, at which point only the 1% burn rule, mentioned earlier, will remain in effect. This approach 

aims to boost airdrop rewards and foster continuous, healthy growth.



The ICO for MDOSE MiniCrypto will be hosted on the official website: www.ico.minicrypto.org and the 

PinkSale ICO launch pad www.pinksale.finance at specific dates. The ICO will comprise two stages: Pre-ICO 

for early adopters and the main ICO.

**Pre-ICO:** The initial price starts at $0.015 per coin, and will increase every week by $0.005 

incrementally until the start of the ICO.

**ICO:** The initial price begins at $0.11 per coin, and it increases by $0.007 weekly until all coins are sold 

or the ICO concludes.

 During the Pre-ICO, there is a bonus scheme starting at 25% in phase "1" ($0.015) and decreasing by    

 1% with each phase until it reaches 10% at the end of the Pre-ICO. During the ICO, there is a 10% 

  bonus available until the end.

    The ICO will accept payments through major cryptocurrency payment systems.

Initial Coin Offering (ICO):

http://www.ico.minicrypto.org/
http://www.pinksale.finance/


"Dose profit" refers to the profit set aside for airdrops to our holders. Typically, most trading routes allocate 

their net profit into two equal parts, with around 50% each. One portion is reinvested to enhance profits and 

bolster our capital, while the other becomes DOSE profit.

DOSE profit is calculated quarterly. However, different trading routes yield profits at varying intervals. For 

instance, "crypto hunting," "NFT," or staking may take longer but can result in significantly higher profits. 

Consequently, the quarterly airdrop amounts may fluctuate depending on when profits are allocated to the 

DOSE profit.

DOSE Profit will be converted into a selected coin for airdrops to MDOSE holders. Initially, it's "BNB," chosen 

for its low gas fees, established reputation, growth potential, and popularity. We believe holding onto MDOSE 

coins will be beneficial in the long run, as it ensures you receive regular airdrops with the chosen coin.

DOSE Profit & Airdropping:



DOSE Profit 
Diagram



• 70% of DOSE profit will be airdropped quarterly to all MiniDOSE holders, irrespective of their holding 

duration, at the quarter's designated screenshot time (usually the 27th of the third month, unless 

specified otherwise). The airdrop amount will be determined by the percentage of MDOSE held by each 

holder.

• 10% of DOSE profit will be accumulated throughout the quarter and airdropped quarterly to MDOSE 

holders at the screenshot time (typically the 27th of the last month of the quarter). To qualify, holders 

must have staked and locked their coins for the past three months.

• Another 10% of DOSE profit will be accumulated annually and airdropped accordingly. Holders must 

stake and lock MiniDOSE for a full year to be eligible at the wallet screenshot time.

• Additionally, 10% of DOSE profit is allocated for active adopters within the AI Protocol.

• Details regarding staking eligibility will be clarified following the release of V2 coin. Other coins received 

in the wallet do not impact staking or locking and can be used freely once deposited.

Incentivized staking:





The minimum number of coins required to determine the airdrop rate (Dose Unit) is currently set at 1,000 

MDOSE coins, but this minimum may change in the future.

For example, if this month we're airdropping 0.01 BNB per DU (Dose Unit), it means that for every 1,000 

MDOSE coins held, the holder will receive 0.01 BNB. So, a holder with 10,000 MDOSE will receive 0.1 BNB, 

and so on.

For those who hold fewer than a DU or don't have enough to cover gas fees (if applicable), their share of the 

airdrop will be accumulated and donated to charity.

DOSE Unit (DU):

As a reward for early adopters, 777,777,777 coins will be airdropped monthly to MDOSE holders, at a rate of 

21,604,950 MDOSE coins per month, thereby increasing the share for those who got in early. The 

distribution will be based on the percentage of MDOSE held by each holder.

First years reward:



As part of our near-future strategy, we plan to develop a dedicated wallet for MDOSE coin along with a 

mobile app. The mobile app will enable direct payments using MDOSE coin among holders and open up 

possibilities for partnerships. It will also offer additional features, such as airdrop storage and real-time news 

updates through integration with Minicryptos magazine. The app's design will allow seamless integration 

with planned service additions and upgrades, with a primary focus on Android and Apple users.

The wallet will follow its own development program, and we intend to release a dedicated white paper 

outlining its specifics.

MiniDOSE wallet & APP:



We’ll be launching a crypto-oriented magazine that covers a wide range of intriguing topics, updates, 

trades, and news in the cryptocurrency world. The magazine will be available as a quarterly free PDF 

download, sent to all subscribers. The accompanying website will feature various articles and blogs, 

catering to all levels of crypto enthusiasts, from beginners to experts.

Content will encompass long-term technical analysis, major coins, promising newcomers, economic data, 

NFTs, art, interviews, opinions, expert insights, crypto nomads, Crypto AI, and crypto recommendations. 

The magazine will also feature unbiased MiniDOSE news, updates, behind-the-scenes glimpses, interviews, 

selected trades, and NFTs in a professional manner, reinforcing MDOSE's position and supporting 

community growth.

Each edition will typically be released in NFT format, with seven copies available, either as rewards or 

through auctions upon release. A dedicated team of professional crypto editors, designers, and technical 

support will ensure the magazine's success, with its budget backed by both revenue from its activities and 

support from the Minincrypto protocol.

Minicryptos Magazine:



MDOSE Roadmap-(A)



MDOSE Roadmap-(B)



Meet the Team

Nidal Talib
Team Leader

Early Crypto enthusiast
Over 15 years in Management

 Marketing & Business Dev. 

Moe Salhi
Digital Media

Over 10 years in 
Media and Digital Marketing

with comp. network background

Ahmad Hamad
Development Manager

Over 15 years of experience in 
multi-layered programing protocols
Blockchain and Architecture expert

Adnan AlAboudi
NFT Expert

Over 12 years of Software
 Engineering. Participant of 

Many Successful NFT projects

Diaz Swet
Trading Expert

Expert in Trading since 2017 
Crypto security specialist 
Google Certified partner

M. Salahat
Digital Marketing

Over 5 years in 
Digital Marketing & SEO

In addition to Operations Support

Zak South 
Blockchain & BOT Development

Ethical hacker with Over 10 years 
of software Engineering

Blockchain and BOT development

Anas Ismail
Design

Computer Engineer
Over 5 years in Design

and Branding
  



Many crypto coins are released, what would make you stand out?

We believe our distinctiveness stands out prominently. Firstly, we have a well-defined and achievable 

future vision that we openly share. Our vision revolves around generating consistent and growing 

streaming profits, creating a genuine win-win scenario for all stakeholders.

For MDOSE holders, they benefit from airdrops while holding MDOSE as an appreciating asset. These 

airdrops, denominated in different selected coins, are tied to our trading routes and remain unaffected by 

MiniDOSE price fluctuations or activities, ensuring both security and appeal.

Our airdrop mechanism is transparent and practical. Unlike some tokens that promise airdrops without a 

logical mechanism, we prioritize long-term sustainability and transparency, avoiding any doubts about our 

intentions.

Furthermore, we are not anonymous crypto figures claiming expertise. We are visible and respected 

professionals deeply committed to MiniCrypto's success. Our strong connections, experience, and media 

presence contribute positively to highlighting the Minicrypto system.

Risks & challenges: 



How safe is “Minicrypto” trading practice? 

Certainly, every trade in the crypto space carries inherent risks, as there's no completely secure investment 

guaranteeing substantial profits. However, our approach to route design and our team of experts will 

significantly mitigate these risks.

We've strategically divided our trading into separate, unrelated categories, ensuring that even if one or two 

suffer setbacks, others can provide support. Within the same trading route, we further diversify 

investments across different choices and experts. This ensures that if a specific deal doesn't go as planned 

for any reason, we have alternative options to back up and compensate.

Some routes, like crypto hunting and NFTs, have the potential to yield substantial profits when invested in 

correctly and at the right time, further bolstering our overall position.

Moreover, we have assets backing the project, including the coins we invest in through staking and crypto 

hunts, as well as our design for holding coins while generating profits. NFT arts are also part of our asset 

portfolio, expected to appreciate over time and provide additional support to the protocol.

Risks & challenges: 



At Minicrypto Universe, we firmly believe in community support and aiding those in need. As part of our 

commitment, we plan to allocate 10% of the net profit from the community and developers toward 

charitable causes. Additionally, the MiniDOSE holders' airdrop share for those who hold less than the DU 

will also be directed to charity.

We want to assure our regular MDOSE holders that our charitable initiatives will not impact their holdings 

or benefits. We will provide an option exclusively for our stakers who wish to participate in these 

endeavors.

Our main interests in terms of charity are, priority wise:

• Refugees and their incorporation into society and self development 

• Children and their welfare

• Environment

• Other charities

Charity Commitment:



"Minicrypto" is akin to nurturing a growing tree, with MiniDOSE holders serving as the baskets collecting its 

seasonal (quarterly) fruits in the form of airdrops. As the tree matures, its productivity and value increase, 

resulting in more fruits per basket.

Our Patent-Pending Neurotrading Blockchain Protocol offers a unique opportunity for investors to partake 

in crypto success and enjoy a consistent income effortlessly. Our team of experts in various crypto trading 

routes, including Staking, BOT trading, Expert trade, Crypto Hunt, and NFTs, ensures diversified 

investments and close monitoring for profitable and secure outcomes, surpassing the capabilities of 

individual investors, especially inexperienced ones**.

Our dedicated and experienced team is passionate about the project's success, with the potential to 

quickly garner attention through anticipated success stories. The number of MiniDOSE coins is limited and 

subject to reduction through market rebuying and transactions, increasing rewards for MDOSE holders 

over time.

**Please refer to steps of investment section & T&C.

Abstract:



We have a special vision for the MDOSE wallet app, which will be released later and support community 

and partner growth. The wallet will have its own white paper. Additionally, "Minicryptos" magazine will be 

published quarterly, potentially as an NFT, providing further insights into MDOSE and the crypto world.

We believe in the eventual mass adoption of this unique protocol and anticipate healthy and continuous 

growth of the community and adopters.

Welcome to the movement, welcome to MiniDOSE

Abstract:

Nidal Talib    nidal@minicrypto.org nidal.space@outlook.com    www.minicrypto.org 

T&C applies, please refer at website for full updated  T&C

mailto:nidal@minicrypto.org


https://twitter.com/MiniCrypto7

https://t.me/minicrypto7

https://discord.gg/uzPg29TD99

We look forward seeing you at our Socials

Nidal Talib    nidal@minicrypto.org nidal.space@outlook.com    www.minicrypto.org 

T&C applies, please refer at website for full updated  T&C

https://twitter.com/MiniCrypto7
https://t.me/minicrypto7
https://discord.gg/uzPg29TD99
mailto:nidal@minicrypto.org
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